YOUR SEMESTER NIGHTMARE NR. 1
Your second favourite: (1p)
Finding a cause for…………………leads to people becoming unhappy. (COMPLAIN)
Use the space you have…………………………if you don’t want any clutter. (WISE)
I need ………………………….storage space in my house! (ADD)
You need to safely store your…………………………. . (JEWEL)
She lives a ……………………………….easy life. (RELATIVE)

Your third favourite: perpositions (2p)
put the toys……..

……… walking distance

close……….the city centre

………. the heart ……..

put the rubbish…….

have experience…….

clear……..all the junk

be qualified……..

hang the coat…….in the wardrobe to be impressed…..

Your number one favourite: (4p)
The manager apologized for cancelling the meeting. (sorry)
The manager…………………………………… to cancel the meeting.
At the end of the speech, he showed us some slides. (finished)
He……………………………………………………….some slides.
“ Do you know what the time is, Tim?” Ann asked. (what)
Ann asked Tim…………………………………………………….was.
The last time we sat in the garden was last summer. (since)
We……………………………………………………………last summer.
“Why didn’t I try this coffee before?” wondered Ann.
Ann wondered…………………………………………………………before.
Dan does not usually lose his temper. (like)
It………………………………………………………lose his temper.
He often criticiese his students. (tendency)
He………………………………………………………………his students.
The classroom was too small to have a meeting with all her students. (not)
The classroom…………………………………………………………………with all her students.
What are your targets in the following year?(2p) (120+w)

YOUR SEMESTER NIGHTMARE NR.2
Your second favourite: (1p)
One of the most...................conclusions is that there is no correlation between joy and wealth. (SIGNIFY)
If…………………objects are cluttering your room, place organisers inside wardrobes. (VARY)
He felt………………………….with his new job. (SATISFIED)
I can never trust you! You are so…………………………. (RELIABLE)
You can’t do that! It’s…………………………….! (POLITE)

Your third favourite: perpositions (2p)
retire…… a job

………. easy reach ……..

……… the outskirts

to be suitable…….

hang…… the washing

to be good……. sth

wash……..

specialize…….

congratulate sb……sth

to apply…….a position

Your number one favourite: (4p)
“Shall I help you file these documents? Lyn said to me. (offered)
Lyn…………………………………………………………… documents.
He didn’t get many people to sign up for the job. (succeed)
She didn’t…………………………………………………………people to sign up for the job.
“I wish you had sked me if you could use my computer,” he said. (without)
He criticized him for…………………………………………………………..him.
The last time he called me was a month ago. (heard)
I………………………………………………………..for a month.
“Do not be late for school” Mom said. (not)
Mom…………………………………………………..late for school.
I would rather not go to school today. (feel)
I…………………………………………………….school today.
She was the kindest person I had ever come across. (kind)
I………………………………………………..person before!
I’m not sure its worth waiting for the rest of the team. (point)
There’s………………………………………………………the team.
What are your targets in the following year?(2p) (120+w)

